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The Balance of the Divine Will 
Luisa Balances All the Work of 

Humanity 

 
 

Job 3:16 

Let him weigh me in a just balance, and let God know my simplicity. 
 

V14 - August 6, 1922 - "My daughter, all things have Equal Weight for Me – the 
Weight of Heaven is Equal for Me to that of the earth. My Divine Will Contains 
Perfect Balance. Balance Brings Order, Regime, Utility, Harmony. All things 
Harmonize together as if they were one single thing. Order Brings Equality; 
Equality Brings Likeness. This is why there is So Much Harmony, Order and 
Likeness in the Three Divine Persons. All Created things are in Perfect Harmony - 
One is the Support, the Strength and the Life of the other. If just one Created thing 
disharmonized, all the others would roll about and end up in ruin.  

Only man moved away from Us, from the Balance of Our Will. Oh, how man 
rolled about, and from the Highest Place he fell into the deepest abyss! And in spite 
of My Redemption, not all of the human family has Returned to its Original State. 
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This means that the gravest thing is to withdraw from the Balance of Our Will; it 
means hurling oneself into chaos, into disorder, into the abyss of all evils.  

Now, My daughter, this is why I have called you, Luisa, in a Special Way into 
this Balance of My Divine Will - so that, as you Live in It, you May Come to Balance 
all the work of deranged humanity. By Living in My Divine Will, you, Luisa, will 
Balance yourself, you will be in Order and in Perfect Harmony with Us and with all 
things Created by Us. So, since you Harmonize everything, We will Feel you Flowing 
in the Sphere of Our Will, giving Us the Order and the Harmony of all the 
intelligences, words, works and steps of all. We will Constitute your Acts in Our Will 
as the Rulers of all the others, and We will be Repaid of the chaos of unfortunate 
humanity. Each Act of yours will be the Seal of the Order which We will Receive in 
the name of all the others. You have Much to do in Our Will; you will be like a Queen, 
and will Bring Us all Conquests and all Harmonies. Our Will shall Provide you with 
All that is Necessary so that you May Make Up for all, and Fill the Void of Balance 
of the human will, which received So Much harm in withdrawing from the Balance 
of Our Will." 
 

V20 – December 27, 1926 – “My Divine Will Maintains Perfect Balance in the whole 
Creation.  It Maintains the Balance of Love, of Goodness, of Mercy, of Fortitude, of 
Power and even of Justice.  Therefore, when you hear of chastisements and of 
troubles, it is nothing other than the Effect of My Balanced Will that, as Much as It 
Loves the creature, is not subject to becoming unbalanced; otherwise It would be 
defective and weak, if It lost Its Balance.  Indeed, all the Order and the Sanctity of 
It is here:  in Its Perfect Balance—Always the Same, without ever changing.   

“Now, My daughter, Luisa, Firstborn of My Divine Will, listen to something 
Beautiful About My Supreme Fiat.  With the soul who Lives in It and Allows It to 
Reign in Order to Let It Form Its Kingdom, My Divine Will, bilocating Itself, 
Transfers Its Perfect Balance into her.  So, the soul Feels Balanced in Love, in 
Goodness, in Mercy, in Fortitude, Power and Justice.  And since Creation is 
extremely vast, in which My Volition Exercises Its Distinct Act of Balance in each 
thing, as the soul Possesses this Balance, My Divine Will Elevates her and Expands 
her So Much, as to Make her Find in All of her Acts the Balance of both one and the 
other, Unifying them, and Rendering them Inseparable.   

“So, the creature Finds herself in the sun, to do the Balanced Acts that My 
Divine Will Does in it; she finds herself in the sea, in the heavens, in the little Flower 
that blooms, to give off its fragrance together with it; in the little bird that sings, 
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to cheer the whole Creation with the Balance of joy.  She finds herself in the fury of 
the wind, of the water, of the storms, for the Balance of Justice.  In sum, My Divine 
Will cannot be without this creature; they are inseparable, and they Live life 
together.  And do you think it is trivial that the soul can say:  ‘I am Stretched within 
the heavens, to Preserve them for the Good of my brothers.  I am Present in the sun, 
to Germinate, to Fecundate, to give Light, and to Prepare the Food for all mankind,’ 
and so with all the rest?   

Who can ever say:  ‘I Love my God as He Loves Himself, and I Love everyone, 
and I do All the Good that my Creator does to the whole human family’?  Only one 
who Receives this Balance of the Divine Fiat and Allows It to Reign within herself.” 
 

V27 – December 10, 1929 - “Now, You Must Know that, when My Fiat places Itself in 
the Act of Operating, It has the Same Power, Wisdom, Immensity and Multiplicity 
of Effects that Its Single Act Produces.  If only It decides to go out into Its Divine 
Field of Action, Its Act Possesses Perfect Balance between one and the other, and 
Contains the Same Value, Weight and measure.  My Divine Will, in going out into 
Its Field of Action in Creation, Made Display of Such great Magnificence of Works, 
So Much So, that man himself is incapable of numbering them all and of 
Comprehending the Right Value of Each Work.  And even though he sees them, 
touches them and enjoys Its Beneficial Effects, yet he can be called the first little 
ignorant one of Creation.  Who can tell how much light and heat the sun contains; 
how many effects it produces, and what the light is formed of?  No one.  Yet, all see 
it and feel its heat; and so with all other things.   

“Now, My Redemption Holds Hands with Creation, and Possesses as Many 
Acts for as Many as Creation Possesses; they are in Perfect Balance, one with the 
other, because Creation was an Act of My Divine Will, and an Act of It was 
Redemption.  Now, having to do another of Its Acts in the great Fiat Voluntas Tua 
on earth as It is in Heaven, Many other Acts are there Ready in My Divine Fiat, in 
Such a Way that they will Have the Triple Balance of Acts, the Same Value, Weight 
and Measure.”   


